
Universal Work Holder
Ì For holding small and odd shaped parts
Ì For filing, painting, sawing, shaping
Ì Comes with 8 steel pins which can be positioned as required around the head
Ì Also good for wire bending and forming
Ì Can be used hand held or head can be removed and used on bench vice
Ì 140mm long
Bench Universal Work holder
Ì Excellent support tool for holding odd shapes and smaller components for painting, fil-

ing, engraving, sawing & shaping
Ì The steel pins can be placed anywhere on the head to accommodate various shapes.

Also can be used for bending and forming wire
Ì Head can be removed from base and fitted to a bench vice
Ì Weight 504g

Mftrs. Price Each
List No. Order Code 1+ 5+ 10+

UNIVERSAL HANDHELD WORK HOLDER CL8010 182-6446 11.25 10.70 10.15
UNIVERSAL BENCH WORK HOLDER PCL8010/B 182-6447 16.25 15.45 14.65

610724

A really useful tool which is ideal for holding small and
odd-shaped parts for filing, painting, engraving, sawing,
shaping etc. The four steel pins can be placed anywhere
around the head and are also useful for bending and forming
wire around. Handle can be removed and the head can then
be locked in a bench vice. 140mm long

Universal Bench & Handheld Workholders
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